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risk management, 335–338
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pricing/economies, 38
returns
components, 24e
macroeconomic determinants, 87
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return statistics, 426–431
example, 428e–429e
risk premium models, 118
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measure, problem, 260
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commodity returns portfolio, viewpoint, 259–260
commonality, 93
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long-only approach, testing, 436, 439
long-only strategy, 505
negative returns, 110–111
performance, problems, 255–261
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summary, 171–176
values, divergence, 178–179
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active investments, 479
background, 480–482
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consideration, 523
evaluation, framework, 484–485
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strategic motivation, 58–74
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alpha strategies, 432–449
backwardating, 52
economics, 47–53
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manager selection, 432
participation, prospects, 10
supply/demand disequilibrium, 208–209
technical analysis, profitability, 909
eyear studies, 918, 923–924
early studies, summary, 919e–922e
empirical studies, 917–930
modern studies, 924–930
technical analysis, studies (summary), 931e–933e
technical strategies, 432
Commodity-oriented portfolios, risk management
techniques/strategies/tactics (application), 314
Commodity pool operator (CPO, CFTC) definition, 266n–267n
Commodity portfolios derivation. See Efficient commodity portfolios
efficient frontier, 454, 474–477
considerations, 455–463
exposure, measurement/calculation process (importance), 317
fund position, lightening, 319
guidelines/limits, 317–318
ideals/realities, 314–315
iteratives, usage, 317–318
liquidity problems, measurements, 318
mean-CVaR efficient frontiers, 475c, 476e
optimization, usage, 33–36
positions, size (measurement), 318
programs, software, 317
Commodity portfolios
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risk management, 313
approaches, 316
infrastructure, 316–317
performance attribution,
strategies, 322
techniques, 318–320
variables, 313–314
strategies, usefulness
decision), 319
term structure, 434
Commodity price index
(CRY), 480
selection, 487e
Commodity price risk
exposure. See Borrower
hedge, 616–617
proxy. See Credit risk
securitization, 613
transfer, 620–621
Commodity prices
business cycles, impact,
changes, risk, 51
developments, 360–365
financial asset prices,
comparison, 53–54
forecasts
accuracy, assessment,
complication, 53–54
data, 376–379
futures, incorporation,
results, 379–388
impact, 502
inflation, relationship, 205
mean reversion, 106
nonstationary
characteristics, 366
passive/active manager
total returns, contrast
performance
statistics), 488e
real interest rate, increase
impact), 102e
reduction, 108
term structure, 122–128,
447–448
Commodity-related
companies, equity
shares (purchase), 562
Commodity Research Bureau
(CRB)
classification, 176n
Commodity Yearbook
2005, 881, 885
CRB/Reuters, 171–172
data, 170n, 890n
Index, 464–465
LBCI, contrast, 179–180
monthly cash index. See
Commodities
Total Return Index,
introduction, 486
Commodity returns, 534
contrast. See Stocks
distributions, kurtosis
(presence), 460
dynamic linkages. See
Monetary policy
exchange rate, impact,
inflation, relationship,
mean reversion behavior,
momentum, 83–86
Commodity Sector Weights,
176e
Commodity-specialist active
managers, 480
Commodity stock index
(CSI), 246, 249
Commodity stocks, 11–12
Commodity supercycle
theory, 4
Commodity trading advisors
(CTAs), 12, 391. See also
Micro-CTAs
advantages, 630–631
allocation, standalone
investment, 489
alpha, determination, 280
asset allocation studies,
assets, 648–650
Asset Weighted
Discretionary Index, 643
benchmark design
backfill, 277
data issues, 277–278
issues, 277–279
manager bias, 277
manager selection, 278
selection bias, 277
survivorship bias,
weighting, 278
beta switching, neglect,
CFTC definition, 266n
classifications, definition,
commodity exposure, 652e
offering, 487–491
computer-guided technical
trading systems,
usage, 910
CTA-managed futures
industry, 481–482
CTA-managed futures
strategy benchmarks
average manager level,
empirical results,
data/methodology,
empirical analysis,
performance
measurement, issues,
strategy index level,
diversification, example,
fund composite/strategy
listing, 278
funds allocation, 558
funds/managers, number,
growth process, 656
historical performance,
review, 626
input parameters,
uncertainty, 628
investment
arguments, 632, 634
data, source, 940n
increase, 940
losses, client acceptance,
Market Factor Exposures,
money, raising, 649
mortality, 650–651
portfolio diversification,
commodity
investment strategy
(benefit), 420
returns. See Historical
CTA returns
correlation, Bravais
Pearson coefficients,
performance analysis,
risk-return profile, 627–628
role, 479
sector, trading rules/signals, examples, 391
specialists, usage. See Physicals
specialization. See Agricultural commodities statistics. See Dead CTAs; Live CTAs
strategy-based portfolios, 303
strategy indexes, 274–276
discretionary trading strategy, 274
futures markets trend, 274
systematic trading strategy, 274
trading strategy focus, 274
survival, size classification, 654e
survivorship bias, 650–651
systems, modification, 399–400
Commodity trading advisors (CTAs) indexes, 271–274
comparison, 273e
design, 270–271
investment, 272
selection criteria, 271
Sharpe ratio, changes (example), 420e
style classification, 271
weighting scheme, 272
Commodity trading strategies, 391
Company-specific risk. See Unsystematic risk
Composite indexes
composition, 171n
historical performance, 178e
monthly returns, frequency distribution, 189e
Compressed natural gas (CNG), 685
Computing power/data availability, increase/impact. See Systematic traders
Concentration risk. See Portfolio
Concordance Harding-Pagan test, 374
statistic, 375
Conditional spanning, 539–540
tests, performing, 540–541
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) contrast. See Value-at-Risk
risk-return optimal portfolios, difference, 472–473
technical implementation. See Mean-CVaR approach
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), risk measure, 471–473
Confidence bands. See CL forward curve; Natural gas
Considene, Timothy J., 831
Constantinides, George M., 939n
Constant mean reversion rates. See Volatility
Constant terminal volatilities. See Volatility
Consumable real assets, 454–455
Consumable/transferable (C/T) assets, 9
Consumer Price Index (CPI), 480
comparison. See Gold conversion, 748–749
inflation measurement, 64
measures, 251–252
usage, 90
Consumer products, soft commodity, 706–709
Consumption effect, 116
inventories, 116
value, 118
Contango (normal market), 18–22
contrast. See Backwardation
definition, 510n
dependence, 21
description, 790
display, 125–126
futures price, relationship, 20
market, 49
Continental gas, impact. See United Kingdom
Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals (CSFII), 885–886
Continuously compounded investment, progression, 150
Contract interrelationships, model, 346–352
Contract maturities expected roll yield, 445
selection, 439–445
Convenience yield, 29
approximation, 135–136
correlation. See Inventory levels
distinction, 46
existence, 20
futures return, relationship (absence), 425
models, 113–114, 120–121
models, relationship. See Risk premiums
risk premiums, impact, 132
variation, 21
arbitrage-based valuation concept, 114
derivation, 122
graphical relationship, 133e
impact. See Futures returns; Term structure relationship. See Risk premium models
Cooper, Michael, 943n
Cootner, Paul, 21n, 56n, 59n, 258n, 393n,
407n
Co-ownership, precious metal form, 696
Copper, 702–703
cathodes, 702
characteristics, 782
judgment, 384
one-year LME convenience yield, warehouse
stocks (correlation), 444e
prices, 793e, 801e
comparison, scatter graph. See Stocks
raw material, 702
spot/futures prices, 363e
spread. See Cash copper;
Spot copper spread/ratio, 799e
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Corn, 707
B&H strategy, 918
commodity, 864
example, 409–410
futures prices, 575e
NG futures prices, contrast, 412e
NG prices, contrast, 413e
milling, 872
price, 903
production, 707
forecasts, 575
spot prices, 575
Corradi, Valentina, 586n
Correlated random numbers, generation, 347
Correlation, 214–215
coefficients, 106, 185.
See also Petroleum computation, disadvantage, 93
consideration, 460–461
frowns, 593
negativity, reasons, 214
Correlation matrix, 34e.
See also Nominal liabilities calculation. See Commodities
decomposition, 346–348
quarterly holding period, basis, 537e
Cost of carry, 115
formula, 121
incorporation, 372
Cost return, contrast. See Net proceeds
Cotton, 709–710
spot/futures prices, 363e
Coughenour, Jay F., 122n
Counterparty credit risk, 551
Country elevators, 865–866
Covariance matrix, usage, 544
CPI. See Consumer Price Index; Consumer price inflation
CPO. See Commodity pool operator
Crack spreads, 663n
CRB. See Commodity Research Bureau
Credit Agricole Structured Asset Management (CASAM)
CTA Asset Weighted Diversified Index, 295
database, 282–283
management, 268
indexes, 276
Credit risk
commodity price risk, proxy, 617e
securitization, 621e
Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Composite Index, 668
volatility/variance, 671
Credit Suisse/Tremont Managed Futures Index, 276
Credit Suisse/Tremont Managed Futures INVX Index, 276
Cremers, Jan-Heim, 508n
Cross-commodity correlation. See United Kingdom
Cross-commodity risk, quantification. See Futures contracts
Crude oil, 682–684
forward curve, 436
components, 348–349
simulation, sample, 354e
forward structure. See New York Mercantile Exchange
GSCI allocation, 509–510
prices, relationship. See World sugar prices returns, stocks (response), 85
roll returns, 231e
seasonal cycle, examination, 684
Sharpe oil, 927
spot returns, 231e
structure, power, 79
supply/demand imbalance, 53
time spreads, 663n
U.S. dollars, trading, 821
Crude oil futures, 231e
backwardated market, 52
contango market, 52e
contract, future value, 46
prices, 230e
CRY. See Commodity price index
CSCE. See Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange
CSFII. See Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals
CSHF. See Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Composite Index
CSI. See Commodity stock index
CS/Tremont Commodity Index, 33
CS/Tremont Hedge Fund Index, 31
C/T. See Consumable/transferable
CTAs. See Commodity trading advisors
CTI physicals market factor exposure, 494e
Cuddington, John T., 358n, 366n
Culp, Christopher L., 144e
Cumby, Robert E., 374n
Cumby-Modest test, 374
Cumulative world silver production/distribution, 768e
Curran, Michael, 591n
Currencies, 43–45
arbitrage, 45e
demonstration, 44
CTAs, 289–292
indexes, excess return estimates, 292
indexes, performance/benchmark, 290e–291e
definition, 490
futures, 39
futures markets, trading, 274
hedge. See Gold
Cut-down rule, discussion, 156–157
Cut-down strategy. See Optimal cut-down strategy
CVaR. See Conditional Value-at-Risk
CXCI. See Deutsche Börse
CYM. See Convenience yield models
D
Daily gas/power returns, correlation. See United Kingdom
Daily log price returns, correlation matrix, 346–347
Damodaran, Aswath, 615n
Das, Satyajit, 614n, 615n
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<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daskalakis, George</td>
<td>858n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data mining</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data snooping</td>
<td>943–944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occurrence</td>
<td>944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problem, approaches</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data snooping-adjusted ( p )-values</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson, Sinclair</td>
<td>727n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Theodore E.</td>
<td>942n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-ahead gas, power prices (relationship)</td>
<td>663n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occurrence</td>
<td>944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problem, approaches</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data snooping-adjusted ( p )-values</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day ahead versus real time, 663n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBC. See Deutsche Bank Commodity Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLCI. See Deutsche Bank Liquid Commodity Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLCI-MR. See Deutsche Bank Liquid Commodity Index–Mean Reversion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLCI-OY. See Deutsche Bank Liquid Commodity Index–Optimum Yield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. See Down closes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead CTAs, statistics, 652e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaves, Richard</td>
<td>258n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Chiara, Adam</td>
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simulation, sample, 354e
real liabilities, correlation
matrix, 528–529
Nominal pension liabilities,
conditional mean-
variance spanning test, 541
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selection, 618
Nonferrous metals, 705
Noninvestible active
manager-based CTA
indexes, 274–275, 279
Noninvestible CTA indexes,
283, 286
performance/benchmark
comparisons, 284e–
285e
Noninvestible manager-based
indexes, 271
Nonlinear optimization. See
Volatility
failure, 342
Nonparametric Friedman
test, 180
Nonperishable commodity
assets, purchase, 550
Nonperishable real assets,
454–455
Nonrelated commodity
groupings, negative
correlations, 461
Nonstorable commodities
commodity spot price,
relationship, 121n
spot price, impact, 125n
Nonrnt followe, 400–402
Nordpool market, 808n
Normal backwardation, 29,
49
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theory, 21n, 114
Keynes theory, 56, 430,
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distributional
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Transmission System
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correspondence. See t-value
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usage, 923
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Board of Trade
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PJM Western Hub, NYMEX HH (contrast), 326
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Point value, 15–16
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Portfolio active management, 558
allocation, 36e
asset behavior (description), 455
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concentration risk, 411–413
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diversification, 411
diversified strategies, combination, 411–413
diversifier, 462–463
downside risk, reduction, 518
evaluation, 75–77
Global Advisors LP (GALP), Stark diversified CTA index (addition), 421e
gold, impact, 736
hedging. See Macroporfolio hedging
improvement, statistical significance, 533–536
investments, alternatives, 504
impact, 517–521
mark to market values, time series, 356
mean-skewness chart, 520e
metrics, 519e
optimization, usage. See Commodities results, 79
return, 474
risk, constraints, 476
values, simulation (application), 356–357
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volatility, commodity investment strategies, contrast. See Annualized portfolio volatility
Portfolio-effect risk measures, 415e
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Positively skewed distribution, returns (increase), 459
Positive risk premium, 194
Positive technical trading profits, explanation, 945
Pound-dollar exchange rate/ differences, 928
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Prebisch, Raul, 359n
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Precious metals, 695–701
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Prentice, Ross L., 653n
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Pretest bias, 402
Price lines, crossing, 396
Price movements, forecasting, 909
Price oscillations, amplitude, 937
Pricing options, 587–593
Principal components (PC) analysis, 198
relationship. See Total return
Proalcool program. See Brazil Probability density function (PDF), 458
Probability plot, 658e
Producer Price Index (PPI), 480
Production function, 147e
period, derivation, 149
time consumption, 145–148
Profit, referral, 474
Profit rate, maximization, 151
Prompt dates, 784
Prudence, duty, 618
Prudent investor rule, 617–619
PSI. See Global Property Research
Psychoyios, Dimitris, 858n
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Pulvermacher, Katharine, 725n, 727n, 746n
Pure composite index, 198
Pure filter systems, 918
p-values, 250, 541. See also Commodity stock index
correspondence, 251e, 263
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Quasi-asset price, 120
Querin, Scott F., 924n
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Rallis, Georgios, 83n, 432n
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Random walk model, 370
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Rate of return (RoR), 675
Rational utility functions, usage, 472–473
Rausser, Gordon C., 21n, 59n, 80n, 373n
Ravindran, K., 592n
RBD. See Reconciliation by difference
Real commodity indexes, computation, 100
Real diversifier, usage, 463
Real estate price, demand (impact), 163–164
value, 153
Real estate investment trusts (REITs), 461
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